Intermediate Macroeconomics，Assignment 4
Due May 6th (Friday), in-class
1. Two countries, Richland and Poorland, are described by the Solow growth model.
)
They have the same Cobb–Douglas production function, (
, but
with different quantities of capital and labor. Richland saves 32 percent of its income,
while Poorland saves 10 percent. Richland has population growth of 1 percent per
year, while Poorland has population growth of 3 percent. (The numbers in this
problem are chosen to be approximately realistic descriptions of rich and poor
nations.) Both nations have technological progress at a rate of 2 percent per year and
depreciation at a rate of 5 percent per year.
a. What is the per-worker production function f(k)?
b. Solve for the ratio of Richland’s steady-state income per worker to Poorland’s. (Hint:
The parameter a will play a role in your answer.)
c. If the Cobb–Douglas parameter takes the conventional value of about 1/3, how
much higher should income per worker be in Richland compared to Poorland?
d. Income per worker in Richland is actually 16 times income per worker in Poorland.
Can you explain this fact by changing the value of the parameter a? What must it be? Can
you think of any way of justifying such a value for this parameter? How else might you
explain the large difference in income between Richland and Poorland?
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Since these two countries have identical A and , at the steady state their ratio of income
per worker is
(
)
(
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Note that because
, this ratio is actually larger than one, i.e. Richland has a
higher steady state income per worker compared to Poorland.
c) If
the ratio above becomes

i.e. in the steady state, Richland’s income per worker is twice as high as Poorland’s

income per worker.
d) Yes, we can explain this fact if we set the value of as
Since measures
the labor intensity of the production function, you can justify this value by arguing that
both countries are abundant in labor and hence focus on labor intensive productions.
Apart from the difference in saving rate and population growth rate, we can also explain
this large difference using the fact that poor countries typically have higher technology
growth rate (late-move-advantage, 后发优势).

2. This question asks you to analyze in more detail the two-sector endogenous growth
model presented in the text.
a. Rewrite the production function for manufactured goods in terms of output per
effective worker and capital per effective worker.
b. In this economy, what is break-even investment (the amount of investment needed
to keep capital per effective worker constant)?
c. Write down the equation of motion for k, which shows Δk as saving minus break-even
investment. Use this equation to draw a graph showing the determination of steady-state
k. (Hint: This graph will look much like those we used to analyze the Solow model.)
d. In this economy, what is the steady-state growth rate of output per worker Y/L? How
do the saving rate s and the fraction of the labor force in universities u affect this
steadystate growth rate?
e. Using your graph, show the impact of an increase in u. (Hint: This change affects both
curves.) Describe both the immediate and the steady-state effects.
f. Based on your analysis, is an increase in u an unambiguously good thing for the
economy? Explain.
Answer:
a). In the two-sector growth model, the production function takes this form:
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b). In order to keep capital per effective worker (K/EL) constant, break-even investment
includes three terms: δk is needed to replace depreciating capital, nk is needed to provide
capital for new workers, and g(u) is needed to provide capital for the greater stock of
knowledge E created by research universities. That is, break-even investment is (δ + n +
g(u))k.
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c) The motion for k is
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and in the steady state we

. The corresponding graph should

look like the one below:

d). The steady state has constant capital per effective worker k . We also assume that in
the steady state, there is a constant share of time spent in research universities, so u is
constant. (After all, if u were not constant, it wouldn’t be a “steady” state!). Hence,
output per effective worker y is also constant. Output per worker equals yE, and E grows
at rate g(u). Therefore, output per worker grows at rate g(u). The saving rate does not
affect this growth rate. However, the amount of time spent in research universities does
affect this rate: as more time is spent in research universities, the steady-state growth rate
rises.
e). An increase in u shifts both lines in our figure. Output per effective worker falls for
any given level of capital per effective worker, since less of each worker’s time is spent
producing manufactured goods. This is the immediate effect of the change, since at the
time u rises, the capital stock K and the efficiency of each worker E are constant. Since
output per effective worker falls, the curve showing saving per effective worker shifts
down. At the same time, the increase in time spent in research universities increases the
growth rate of labor efficiency g(u). Hence, break-even investment [which we found
above in part (b)] rises at any given level of k, so the line showing breakeven investment
also shifts up.
f). In the short run, the increase in u unambiguously decreases consumption. After
all, we argued in part (e) that the immediate effect is to decrease output, since workers
spend less time producing manufacturing goods and more time in research universities
expanding the stock of knowledge. For a given saving rate, the decrease in output implies
a decrease in consumption. The long-run steady-state effect is more subtle. We found in
part (e) that output per effective worker falls in the steady state. But welfare depends on
output (and consumption) per worker, not per effective worker. The increase in time
spent in research universities implies that E grows faster. That is, output per worker

equals yE. Although steady-state y falls, in the long run the faster growth rate of
E necessarily dominates. That is, in the long run, consumption unambiguously rises.
Nevertheless, because of the initial decline in consumption, the increase in u is not
unambiguously a good thing. That is, a policymaker who cares more about current
generations than about future generations may decide not to pursue a policy of increasing
u. (This is analogous to the question considered in Chapter 7 of whether a policymaker
should try to reach the Golden Rule level of capital per effective worker if k is currently
below the Golden Rule level.)

3. An economy begins in long-run equilibrium, and then a change in government
regulations allows banks to start paying interest on checking accounts. Recall that the
money stock is the sum of currency and demand deposits, including checking accounts,
so this regulatory change makes holding money more attractive.
a. How does this change affect the demand for money?
b. What happens to the velocity of money?
c. If the Fed keeps the money supply constant, what will happen to output and prices in
the short run and in the long run?
d. If the goal of the Fed is to stabilize the price level, should the Fed keep the money
supply constant in response to this regulatory change? If not, what should it do? Why?
e. If the goal of the Fed is to stabilize output, how would your answer to part (d) change?
Answer:
a). This will increase the demand for money as holding money (checking deposit)
becomes more rewarding.

b). The velocity of money will be reduced as more people are willing to hold money in
the form of checking deposit instead of using it for purchasing goods or services. (Recall
that we talked about introducing credit card increases the velocity of money. The logic is
very similar here. Someone may use the argument that to maintain the quantity equation
given output and price being fixed, the velocity of money has to decrease when money
demand increases. This is INCORRECT as output is not fixed in the short run and
price is not fixed in the long run.
c) The reduced velocity of money is a negative demand shock that shifts the demand
curve to the left, which reduces output in the short run and reduces price in the long run.
d) If FED only wants to stabilize the price level, then it should increase money supply in
the long run while leaving money supply unchanged in the short run. The specific
approach to conduct this policy is out of the scope of this chapter.
e) If FED only wants to stabilize the output level, then it should increase money supply
in the short run while leaving money supply unchanged in the long run.

4. During the class we had a brief discussion about possible leading economic
indicators for China’s economy. China as a transition economy has many characteristics
that are not commonly seen in advanced economies such as the US. Hence there must
exist some leading economic indicators for the Chinese economy that are different from
the ones commonly used for the US economy (the ones listed on the textbook). Suggest
at least two possible leading indicators for the economy of China. Be specific about how
these indicators indicate the future trend of the Chinese economy and explain why (the
example of pork price cannot be used again).
Answer:
This is an open question without standard answer. The key is to make sure that the
indicators you suggest are leading variables, variables that change before the entire
economy changes.

